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In support of integrated approaches to constructionist designs and interventions: the case of ChoiCo
and MaLT
Constructionism is now a 50 year-old theory of learning, a theory of educational design and a framework
for pedagogical action. In this time, society, educational challenges and the abundance of digital media
have brought a diversity of frames, focal points, viewpoints and interventions. In many places silo
constructionist perspectives are seen as obsolete or at best ultimate frames for meaning-making thorugh
individual and social bricolage. In my talk I will argue for perspectives integrating constructionism in
a wider landscape of theories, affordances, educational paradigms and intervention strategies. I will do
this by showing what students and teachers have built with two web-based constructionist expressive
media, MaLT - turtlesphere and Choices with consequences games (ChoiCo). In my context these are
proving to be powerful means for a proximal approach to infusing constuctionist perspectives in wide
scale initiatives.
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